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Camp Put-In, Fixed-Wing

Communication and Shelter

contact with MacOps. The team must also erect a tent for shelter. 

One sets up a tent and lights a stove (well away from the aircraft and 
turning area), while the other sets up the radio and antenna (also 
well away from the aircraft) and establishes communication.

Altitude and Grid North

obtain the altitude of the camp site and the location of Grid North 
from the aircraft navigator or pilot. Grid North should be marked 

to set the altimeter in the meteorological kit. Both parameters are 
necessary for weather observations and reporting.  

Camp Communications, Fixed-Wing

Daily Check-in

communication with McMurdo via MacOps. Radio communication 
between some areas of Antarctica and McMurdo is poor. Some-

-
gency Operations Center (EOC) is activated and the emergency 
response chain is started, activating the SAR team. 

pass along information or request resupplies, schedule changes, or 
camp pull-out times.

Weather Observations
Field teams may be required to provide weather observations during 
daily communications and should be prepared with the information 
in the correct order. Field teams may also be asked to relay weather 

-
nel are required to report weather observations hourly, beginning 
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six hours before the scheduled launch of an LC-130 and three hours 
before a Kenn Borek aircraft. These observations continue until the 
aircraft lands. Refer to the Weather section for more information.

Camp Pull-Out, Fixed-Wing
The camp pull-out schedule must be coordinated with Fixed-Wing  
personnel, who will need detailed information regarding the weight, 
cube, and type of returning (“retrograde”) cargo; the estimated 

Waste Removal

may or may not include human waste. See the Environmental sec-
tion for more detail.

Equipment Staging

staged and ready for quick loading when the aircraft arrives. For 

Retrograde Hazardous Cargo

properly packaged and labeled, in a manner similar to how it was 
originally shipped (e.g., matches in foil, 12-volt batteries in wooden 
boxes). Each item must have its own separate and complete hazard-

Partially full fuel drums should be tightly capped and tipped on their 
Caution: When tipping the drums, 

nsure that spill containment is in place to catch any leakage. Con-
tainment must also be used if the drums are shipped on their side.

and no less.

Ski-Way Preparation
The ski-way should be prepared well in advance of the aircraft’s 
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Communication with Incoming Aircraft
-

municating all requested information to the incoming aircraft. This 
person should know the condition of the ski-way, the current wind 

aircraft commander will not want to respond to radio transmissions, 
but he or she will appreciate short statements regarding changes in 
weather, particularly wind direction. 

Note:
there is an emergency.

Returning to McMurdo Station

for this process are in “Instructions for Packaging and Shipping,” a 
document sent to all researchers before they deploy to Antarctica.

Camp Put-In, Helicopter
After passengers disembark the helicopter, the pilot will listen on 

radio contact and calls out the helicopter’s tail number. If communi-

Note: Field parties should test 

Helicopter Safety
When exiting or approaching the helicopter, remain in the pilot’s 
view. Proceed in a crouch. Do not approach the helicopter without 
the pilot’s visual acknowldegment. Never, ever reach up or chase 
after a hat or other article that has blown away.

• Any movement on the helicopter pad must be authorized by 
the heli-pad staff, either on the pad or in the hangar.

• ALWAYS obey the pilot’s orders.
• NEVER approach a helicopter until the pilot gives a thumbs-

up signal.
• NEVER walk near the tail rotor; always approach from the 

front of the helicopter.
• Carry long loads, such as bamboo poles, Scott tents, or 

survey rods, low and level to the ground.
• Do not smoke in or near the helicopter.
• Remain seated with seat belts fastened at all times.
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• Wear a helmet.
• Assume the crash position if so warned by the pilot.
• In the event of an emergency, remain in the aircraft until all 

motion has stopped.
• Know the location and operation of emergency exits.

• Know the location of aircraft survival equipment.

Loading the Aircraft
In McMurdo, the heli-pad staff will load and unload the helicopter. In 

212-supported missions, a heli-tech will be on board to assist with 

this function. The pilot is ultimately responsible for passenger safety 
and will determine if the helicopter can be loaded or unloaded with 
the rotors turning. However, all passengers have the right to request 
that the rotors be shut down if there is any safety concern.

PREFERRED

ACCEPTABLE

ACCEPTABLE

PROHIBITED

PROHIBITED
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bers to the helicopter when the pilot is ready for boarding. On A-Star 

seated, passengers must strap themselves in and connect to the 
helicopter intercom system. They must not talk to the pilot during 
takeoff or landing.

Survival Equipment

are on board to accommodate all passengers.
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Camp Communications, Helicopter

Radio Equipment

• HF radio(s)
• Antennas
• Batteries and recharging capabilities for the 

• A complete back-up radio

Use VHF Channel 7 for direct communications with helicopter 
pilots, and know the tail number of your support helicopter. Note: 
Channel 7 is line-of-sight only, so arrange for other channels if you 
anticipate needing a longer range. Call directly back to Helo Ops in 
McMurdo for more complex communications.

Daily Communications

daily check-in is extremely important, and a SAR response will be 

to provide a local weather observation between 0715 and 0730 

changes or if there is any other information to convey regarding sup-

which is when helicopter operations personnel begin developing the 
operational plan for that day. 

Lodging department in McMurdo to arrange accommodation.

Field Resupply
-

vidual departments for resupply items. These departments will notify 

parties should notify Helo Ops as well. Resupply requests can also 
be communicated via radio to the BFC, or after hours with MacOps. 
Both will relay the information to Helo Ops. 
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Schedule Changes

-
ted three business days in advance. Requests may be communi-
cated over the radio or telephone, but if good communications are 
not available the requests may be written and passed to a pilot for 
delivery to Helo Ops staff. 

Camp Pull-Out, Helicopter
Field teams that return unneeded material and equipment to 

-
tively easy. To ensure that all camp items are picked up and nothing 

-

Returning Material from the Field

-
-

tunity. Remember: helicopters can sling loads back to McMurdo or 
to Marble Point for staging, so don’t let boxes and barrels pile up 

from the environmental and waste management departments.

Introduction

months of work, and extensive funding by the NSF. They are irre-
placeable. Therefore, all personnel involved with handling or trans-
porting samples must follow an established procedure to ensure the 

This procedure addresses the unaccompanied transport of scien-

or damage of these samples during transport, receipt, and storage. 

team member wishes to load samples on a helicopter but does not 
have the proper form, the samples will still be accepted, and all per-
sonnel will do their best to ensure they are properly handled.
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Procedure

-

Crary staff will provide the team with either “Sensitive Sample” 
Chain of Custody (COC) forms and green DayGlo labels or “Non-
Sensitive Sample” COC forms and pink DayGlo labels, depending 
on sample requirements.

In general, grantees package the samples, notify either the Crary 
Laboratory point of contact (ext. 4188, pager 855, or at mcm-Lab-
Samples@usap.gov) or the Science Cargo supervisor, schedule 
pickup with aviation operations, and make necessary entries on the 
appropriate COC form. 

It is the grantee’s responsibility to package samples in a manner 
that adequately protects them against temperature variations and 

extended periods due to weather or other delays. Appropriately col-
ored DayGlo notices should be attached to sample boxes for ease 

attention to the boxes and reduce the likelihood that they will be 
misplaced or overlooked. 

It is also important to enter on the COC form the aircraft tail num-
ber and the time samples were placed on the aircraft. The pilots, 
loadmasters, helicopter technicians, ground crew, Crary personnel, 
USAP cargo personnel, and others involved in the cargo process 

appropriate location.

The following information should be provided in any correspon-
dence or radio communication regarding the samples:

• Number of containers
• Storage requirements
• Time of pickup
• ETA in McMurdo


